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File: masterOP.png (375 KB, 681x1029)
 Fahreneigh 451 Art Pack Anonymous 07/03/20(Fri)22:09:30 No.35543249 >>35544105 >>35544275 >>35545621 >>35549562 >>35552724 >>35556321 >>35558987

In this thread we contribute to an art pack in response to Derpibooru's recent censorship. The purpose is to promote free speech. Anypony is welcome to join and all media forms will be accepted. A lot of the art
pack will feature Aryanne due to the her ban on Derpi, however this is not a requirement to be included.

FAQs
Deadline?
July 11th.

Why the name?
Fahreneigh 451. A reference and parody of Fahrenheit 451

Where to submit?
In the thread. Use smutty.horse (or other) if you can't post it directly. Please use the anchor post.

How much will it cost?
It will be a donation and will be pay-what-you-want.

What charity?
Comic Book Legal Defense Fund seems to be the popular one.

Is NSFW allowed?
Both SFW and NSFW stuff will be allowed. Use external links for NSFW.

What skill levels are accepted?
Any and all. This project is about community involvement.

Links:
Thread Doc: https://derpy.me/dxRjI
Art Ideas: https://derpy.me/kP4IF
Artist List: https://derpy.me/cnlIa
Mega Archive: https://derpy.me/YA3cd

Previous thread: >>35523723 →

 Anonymous 07/03/20(Fri)22:11:46 No.35543257 >>35543465 >>35543699 >>35544138 >>35544434 >>35545564 >>35546294 >>35546636 >>35548745 >>35548890 >>35549147 >>35550757 >>35551037 >>35553297 >>35555707 >>35555986
>>35556793 >>35558014 >>35558173 >>35559166 >>35559219 >>35559776 >>35561622 >>35562188 >>35562942 >>35564020 >>35564662
File: 1592528868423.jpg (71 KB, 1200x1200)

Anchor for deliveries.

 Anonymous 07/03/20(Fri)22:13:55 No.35543269 >>35557516

Reminder that one writefag is doing a story poll.
https://strawpoll.com/wzhezqawj

 Anonymous 07/03/20(Fri)22:56:56 No.35543465 >>35543508 >>35543525
File: oliedoodlefinal.png (145 KB, 714x1087)

>>35543257
Its not much but it is done.

 Anonymous 07/03/20(Fri)23:02:52 No.35543508

>>35543465
Always great to have TFH representation.

 Anonymous 07/03/20(Fri)23:05:27 No.35543525
File: Horse Butt - TFH Edition.jpg (204 KB, 720x960)

>>35543465
>Freedom of is always expression
worth for
I fear what demon this
horseincantation can summon.

 Anonymous 07/03/20(Fri)23:37:07 No.35543699 >>35545246 >>35565384
File: Wtf_am_I_doing.png (113 KB, 478x678)

>>35543257

 Anonymous 07/03/20(Fri)23:40:28 No.35543715 >>35543724
File: 161.jpg (368 KB, 846x1024)

So I have the idea to make this meme as Aryanne but I'm not sure if it should be based on this version or the
original paint one.

 Anonymous 07/03/20(Fri)23:41:38 No.35543724 >>35545918
File: 147.jpg (26 KB, 368x475)

>>35543715
This is the original.

 Anonymous 07/03/20(Fri)23:51:33 No.35543761 >>35543778

>>35542736 →
Contact them and demand to see the takedown request. It's probably bullshit.

 Anonymous 07/03/20(Fri)23:54:20 No.35543778 >>35543862 >>35562289
File: file.png (8 KB, 663x106)

>>35543761
Wew so much for all the PROTECT YOUR DATA advertisement a few years ago, huh?

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)00:08:05 No.35543862 >>35543985

>>35543778
Use a less pozzed hosting service then. That's absolute bullshit. I think you can file dmca counter notices if you think they are wrong, and obviously see who filed the notice to begin with, since they need to put their info in it.
Try using Anonfiles, or smutty.horse to keep it pony related.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)00:25:06 No.35543985 >>35545934

>>35543862
Well, considering they have a rule that says "if it's illegal anywhere, it's not allowed", and the fact that nazi imagery is illegal in some parts of the world, that might be enough to "justify" it.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)00:28:45 No.35544010 >>35550099 >>35565384
File: derpi twitter is evil.png (324 KB, 1095x466)

This shit writes itself.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)00:44:56 No.35544088 >>35544138

Consider my pic >>35543137 →

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)00:47:27 No.35544105 >>35544183 >>35544204 >>35544231 >>35544276 >>35547762

>>35543249 (OP)
Eh, if I do something with Fluttershy as a thanks for Parasprite unfucking most of the censorship, would it still have its place here or is it too far fetched ?
I was thinking about something with a swarm of butterflies slowly flying around her, inspired from the old scene where she get carried by butterflies as a kid. Sorta like https://derpibooru.org/images/419682, but 3D & animated and
probably less pretty.
I can add Aryanne in the background if needed, or if that's not gonna be enough I can throw away subtility and just make a separate clone version with Aryanne levitating in a swarm of whatever (upvote & downvote & favorites ?).

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)00:53:34 No.35544138

>>35543257
>>35544088

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:01:59 No.35544183 >>35544239

>>35544105
Parasprite hasn't unfucked anything yet. The last unfucking was refucked.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:04:36 No.35544201 >>35544218 >>35544261

If the other mega archive gets taken down, where should we put the pics?

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:04:48 No.35544204 >>35544239 >>35547762

>>35544105
Draw what you want, but I'd wait until things are settled and we know what is happening before going full on praise for anybody.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:06:23 No.35544218 >>35544261

>>35544201
Will look into other similar services when I get home. There's many other services out there. Smutty.horse will work in the interim if needed but less than ideal.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:07:37 No.35544231 >>35544239 >>35547790

>>35544105
I wouldn't include it in the pack, since it's really just a gift to a specific person rather than anything to do with free speech.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:08:46 No.35544239

>>35544183
>>35544204
>>35544231
Noted. I will try to find another idea then.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:11:05 No.35544261 >>35544278

>>35544201
>>35544218
I technically have a VPS that could work in a pinch, but a simple whois search has me doxxed, so I'm reluctant.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:13:43 No.35544275 >>35544290 >>35556793 >>35565384
File: Fuck Censorship.png (244 KB, 1000x638)

>>35543249 (OP)
Fuck this, I Ain't gonna sit here and let some triggered Twitter mob stop me from
drawing swastika butt,
Count me in boys!

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:13:57 No.35544276

>>35544105
Yes, she deserves it.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:14:18 No.35544278

>>35544261
I wouldn't worry about it. I'm sure I'll get something figured out. I'm guessing the Mega thing probably has something to do with the fact that they operate/sell primarily to the EU. You can't even buy directly from the US, have to go
through a reseller.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:15:54 No.35544290 >>35544302 >>35544339 >>35544384

>>35544275
Where's her horn?
Between her legs?

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:17:46 No.35544302 >>35544329 >>35544339 >>35544384

>>35544290
If you go gay for Trannaryanne, would "she" be happy or shot you for being a degenerate ?

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:20:25 No.35544329

>>35544302
both...it's a praying mantis event. she would allow you to service her marecock, and then have you face the wall

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:21:38 No.35544339
File: Spoiler Image (432 KB, 3000x2634)

>>35544290
>>35544302
Everyone calling Aryanne a Nazi when her real ideology is
trans Strasserism

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:28:05 No.35544384

>>35544290
I'll admit I'm not really deep into the "Aryanne thread lore" but I was under the impression she started out as a unicorn supremacist who believes she herself is a unicorn.
But I guess that works to

>>35544302
Probably both

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)01:36:51 No.35544434 >>35544721 >>35544818 >>35546842 >>35565384
File: Olympia.png (2.56 MB, 1488x1936)

>>35543257

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)02:14:06 No.35544721

>>35544434
Love it. Gives off the feeling of a German Expressionist propaganda poster.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)02:31:44 No.35544818

So much has happened since we started this
What even will the landscape be by the 11th
>>35544434
holy shit anon, I love it

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)03:06:15 No.35544998 >>35545033 >>35549572 >>35549601
File: 1593195644714.png (241 KB, 960x540)

So after the deadline is over, who's going to organise all of the pics and give it publicity so people
can buy it if they want?

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)03:12:08 No.35545033

>>35544998
Datte I think is the one who will handle that bit.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)03:46:03 No.35545246

>>35543699
:3c

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)03:52:24 No.35545277

Some new edits and art regarding this whole DB/censorship fiasco.
NOT for the artpack (unless the artists say otherwise) but they're at least semi-relevant and would otherwise probably get lost in that thread:
>>35544595 →
>>35544911 →
>>35545096 →
>>35545027 →
>>35545060 →

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)04:38:53 No.35545564 >>35547762

>>35543257
requested delivery simping for raptorshy
>>35541025 →
>>35541242 →
>>35542148 →
>>35542850 →
>>35542423 →

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)04:48:02 No.35545621 >>35545800 >>35545819

>>35543249 (OP)
who ever put nip's pic in the archive fucked up. he wrote no down in the artist list

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)05:12:16 No.35545800

>>35545621
That's the grilling one? I'll fix it in a bit.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)05:15:12 No.35545819

>>35545621
Reminds me, since not every piece has a signature, we gotta put in the artist list a section which says which artists have already submitted their work.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)05:30:09 No.35545918

>>35543724
This is definitely better.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)05:31:55 No.35545934

>>35543985
>if it's illegal anywhere, it's not allowed
Now I just want to create anprim banana republic where digital technologies are prohibited altogether.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)06:30:09 No.35546294 >>35546305 >>35546311 >>35546804 >>35565384
File: Licherally.png (91 KB, 368x495)

>>35543257
Made the obligatory meme for the pack.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)06:32:19 No.35546305

>>35546294
Nice

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)06:33:15 No.35546311

>>35546294
Very nice

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)06:40:31 No.35546351
File: rockwell-rifle.jpg (32 KB, 352x437)

Not enough Rockwell
Aryanne

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)07:32:54 No.35546636 >>35546656 >>35546776

>>35543257
https://u.smutty.horse/lvvcmzajltv.png

Here's mine, also fuck woot

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)07:37:19 No.35546656 >>35546677

>>35546636
That's a big pony

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)07:39:54 No.35546677

>>35546656
For you

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)07:54:27 No.35546747 >>35546797 >>35546801 >>35547082 >>35547165

How much money do we think this art pack will raise? $1,000? $10,000? Will you buy it?

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)08:01:20 No.35546776

>>35546636
gorgeous 3dnon

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)08:03:26 No.35546797

>>35546747
About $1488

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)08:04:13 No.35546801

>>35546747
$3.50

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)08:05:14 No.35546804

>>35546294
It even has the fuckin' spine those books had, nice job

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)08:12:32 No.35546842

>>35544434
kino

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)08:28:48 No.35546977

Aryanne accidentally sparking an ancom coup in derpi when?

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)08:47:09 No.35547082

>>35546747
If we're lucky, we might get 14.88$ in total.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)09:00:19 No.35547165

>>35546747
i put away 100 coronabucks for this occasion

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)12:28:05 No.35547762 >>35547790

>>35544105
>>35544204
It's true that we aren't out of the woods yet, but Parasprite is the only mod we've seen actively try to fix this mess, so art thanking her wouldn't be unwarranted, and others have even made some already >>35545564
Not sure whether it fits the art pack's theme though, but that's for whoever's organizing this to decide

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)12:43:00 No.35547790

>>35547762
The thread's organizing this so we would just try to see if there's a general consensus. Personally I'm with >>35544231 and I think it's better left as a gift. Can see what others think.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)17:03:09 No.35548334 >>35548340 >>35548380 >>35548416 >>35552194
File: 1434176.png (599 KB, 1200x1067)

Thread kinda slow compared to the other ones we had, guess there's not many deliveries as of now. There's some images missing on the mega that were posted here and on the last thread
so better update that.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)17:05:30 No.35548340 >>35548380 >>35548876 >>35548958

>>35548334
Well, it is also the 4th of July so I'd say that a number of burger artists are spending time with family or something.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)17:19:15 No.35548380
File: Octavia Otomotone.png (3.49 MB, 4122x3916)

>>35548334
>>35548340
There's also 2 online horse conventions this weekend and there's a good amount of draw and
shitpost panels going on.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)17:34:17 No.35548416

>>35548334
Don't worry, my piece should be ready before today is over.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)17:39:04 No.35548428 >>35548539 >>35548838

I'm tempted to make a Molly Tov (antifa pone) drawing denouncing the fascism (authoritarianism, to be exact) of censorship. Just because it would /definitely/ piss some people off.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)18:07:39 No.35548539

>>35548428
That perfectly fits the ideology of anarchism, so I can only bless you on drawing the right art.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)18:49:25 No.35548705 >>35548707

Wheres a good place to link mp4s from?

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)18:50:34 No.35548707 >>35548745

>>35548705
I usually like to put stuff on catbox.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)19:01:08 No.35548745 >>35548748 >>35548760 >>35551318 >>35565384
File: Capture.png (592 KB, 1371x778)

>>35543257
Here's my submission. Might add some finishing touches later if I think of
anything
https://files.catbox.moe/947mfh.mp4
>>35548707

thanks anon

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)19:02:18 No.35548748

>>35548745
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFLF300I0ps [Embed]
forgot to link original

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)19:05:08 No.35548760
File: lov.jpg (132 KB, 1200x1060)

>>35548745
Absolutely based

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)19:27:44 No.35548838
File: 01f14603aa57d862b20e2009f(...).png (403 KB, 921x518)

>>35548428
do it, it needs to happen

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)19:38:50 No.35548876 >>35548958 >>35549889

>>35548340
since it's the 4th if any artbros want some freedom inspired requests maybe something with the statue of liberty pone?

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)19:42:27 No.35548890 >>35548994 >>35549016 >>35549215 >>35565384
File: Polnies at a Bar.png (452 KB, 1500x1000)

>>35543257
I hope you like this.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)19:58:49 No.35548958 >>35548971
File: 1478672__safe_artist-colo(...).png (713 KB, 989x950)

>>35548876
>>35548340
4th of July cook-off/grilling/BBQ with Aryanne, Molly Tov, Leslie, Veronika
and a 'murican poner.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)20:01:16 No.35548971 >>35549054 >>35549101

>>35548958
Why not use George the Griffin?

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)20:05:35 No.35548994

>>35548890
wholesome

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)20:10:08 No.35549016

>>35548890
>this is what the Derpi staff and Twitter users fear

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)20:17:49 No.35549054

>>35548971
Because Americapone is such an unset design that George doesn't even have a clear color pattern

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)20:26:45 No.35549101

>>35548971
Mai and George hosting the grillin
https://derpibooru.org/images/1589331

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)20:36:17 No.35549147 >>35549174 >>35549186 >>35549222 >>35549370 >>35565384
File: aryannie and veronika.png (222 KB, 732x725)

>>35543257

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)20:42:52 No.35549174

>>35549147
God that's adorable

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)20:46:25 No.35549186 >>35549255 >>35549324
File: whack.jpg (76 KB, 496x560)

>>35549147
>that hair
unf
tell me how to do that

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)20:53:18 No.35549215

>>35548890
I don't like this.
I love it.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)20:55:56 No.35549222
File: TOO_FUCKING_CUTE.png (733 KB, 675x1006)

>>35549147

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)21:05:53 No.35549255 >>35549268 >>35549370

>>35549186
If you want I can try to come up with a tutorial for it

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)21:08:58 No.35549268 >>35549435

>>35549255
Sure, thatd be great

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)21:20:16 No.35549324 >>35549470 >>35555707
File: b988f62baedbc982467a15f76(...).png (534 KB, 1095x1636)

>>35549186
>lock transparency to color lineart for colored outlines and make it darker and more saturated
than your base
>make a fill layer for the hair a bit darker to start with
>lock transparency and use a lighter swoop with a soft brush for the 'halo'
>use smaller brushes that taper for the detail 'strands' and pull the color from the halo
>use the same lock transparency for adding bounce rim light, very desaturated
>add a final even lighter and less saturated highlight squiggle in the 'halo'

Not him btw, just the drawfag improvement doc fag.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)21:30:44 No.35549370 >>35549435
File: ae6a4afc6ad33b1fd7e6c7e11(...).png (149 KB, 640x480)

>>35549255
go ahead and when you do il add it to the doc. these things are better off explained without just text. maybe you can even make
it a video walkthrough
>>35549147
very cute pic btw

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)21:44:20 No.35549435 >>35549459 >>35549470 >>35549500 >>35555707
File: hair stuff.png (1.1 MB, 2961x2091)

>>35549268
There's probably a hundred ways to do this better but this is what I've come up
with that works for me.
>>35549370
I completely forgot I could just make a webm of how I do it

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)21:46:18 No.35549459

>>35549435
This really helpful. Thank you.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)21:48:37 No.35549470

>>35549324
>>35549435
Thanks anons, I'll try it out.

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)21:56:14 No.35549500 >>35549619
File: ebd8ff7a2695bd0e17d7ed918(...).jpg (41 KB, 525x590)

>>35549435
>no hue shifting

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)22:03:40 No.35549535
File: file.png (9 KB, 513x87)

calling all writefags to make this
anon's dream come true

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)22:13:50 No.35549562
File: Freikorps Marienwagen II.jpg (105 KB, 800x492)

>>35543249 (OP)
requesting Freikorps
Aryanne

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)22:15:44 No.35549572

>>35544998
>buy it
I'm just gonna wait for someone to leak it in a day

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)22:22:13 No.35549601

>>35544998
isnt that OP?

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)22:27:10 No.35549619 >>35549655 >>35549936
File: New Canvas.png (55 KB, 403x397)

Here's a video if that makes it clearer
https://files.catbox.moe/yrx8du.webm
>>35549500
I am not a good artist I just like drawing cute horses

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)22:35:56 No.35549655

>>35549619
you actually do a tiny bit of hue shifts, just missing the other half of it to really bring your colors to life. you're hue shifting for lighter than the mid base, but not the darker shades which would bring out some richness.
just a tip

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)23:24:17 No.35549889 >>35550068 >>35550974
File: Freedom Horse.png (257 KB, 1000x733)

>>35548876
>tfw you will never cuddle with Statue of Liberty Pone on the 4th of July
why are we here bros? just to suffer?

>since it's the 4th if any artbros want some freedom inspired requests maybe something with the
statue of liberty pone?

If you got anything you want to see lay it on me Anon, If I think it's cute and that I can do it I'll try
will probably take me a little while though, I've got some other shit I need to get done before Monday

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)23:32:15 No.35549936
File: 922920.jpg (583 KB, 1024x1024)

>>35549619
She finally got the
cookie

 Anonymous 07/04/20(Sat)23:58:33 No.35550068
File: 9543fea422dad54418cecbfb8(...).png (1.14 MB, 1800x1767)

>>35549889
>liberty without her dress on
l-lewd

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)00:05:10 No.35550099 >>35550143
File: 2390380__safe_artist-colo(...).png (695 KB, 1095x1720)

>>35544010

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)00:15:30 No.35550143

>>35550099
>From my point of view I'm evil!

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)01:24:45 No.35550426 >>35550436
File: 1593896682095.png (949 KB, 1098x882)

The first Aryanne green, courtesy of some autist digging through
archives in another thread

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)01:27:53 No.35550436 >>35564044
File: 1593898532761.png (1.25 MB, 1098x1053)

>>35550426
part 2

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)03:05:30 No.35550755

>>35550739
QT!

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)03:05:36 No.35550757 >>35550785 >>35550954 >>35550965 >>35551428 >>35552359 >>35565384
File: ps.gif (2.88 MB, 2528x2380)

>>35543257
oops i keep forgetting stuff, here's the real one

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)03:13:48 No.35550785

>>35550757
big cyoot

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)03:56:14 No.35550954

>>35550757
My heart is melting, that's adorable.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)04:02:22 No.35550965

>>35550757
>this kills the derpimod

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)04:04:47 No.35550974

>>35549889
Is this oc?

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)04:28:23 No.35551037 >>35551069 >>35551076 >>35551112 >>35551130 >>35551143 >>35551237 >>35551373 >>35551699 >>35552000 >>35552620 >>35552621 >>35552766 >>35554144 >>35565384
File: Pony Supremacist Meetup.png (1.51 MB, 1920x1080)

>>35543257
Finally finished

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)04:37:55 No.35551069

>>35551037
Holy shit, it ended up great.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)04:40:55 No.35551076

>>35551037
Thank you, I love it.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)04:54:36 No.35551112

>>35551037
love it

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)04:59:20 No.35551130

>>35551037
Now this is the real magic of friendship

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)05:02:08 No.35551143

>>35551037
>griffon reading economics book
kek

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)05:43:23 No.35551237

>>35551037
Magnifique ^ ^

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)06:07:16 No.35551318 >>35553352

>>35548745
/r/ clean frame of nazi aryanne.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)06:22:58 No.35551373

>>35551037
>Economics
Kek i love everything about this

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)06:35:25 No.35551428

>>35550757
none can stand against the power of the bleps and mlems

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)07:16:30 No.35551659 >>35551942 >>35552017 >>35552074 >>35552711 >>35554783

>less than a week left
>so many uncontacted artists on the list still

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)07:22:03 No.35551699

>>35551037
colorful

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)07:27:24 No.35551731 >>35551799 >>35552769
File: Aryanne.png (233 KB, 789x703)

One last aryanne before I sleep, tried to do something
different with the hair.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)07:36:14 No.35551799

>>35551731
Can't say I have

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)08:05:20 No.35551942 >>35552024 >>35552068

>>35551659
nobody cares about them

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)08:10:59 No.35551966 >>35551990 >>35552024 >>35554078 >>35554205
File: 1593843564736.png (445 KB, 757x605)

I asked lasted thread but I still wonder, should we put a part in the artists list that says which artists have already submitted and how many pieces
they have submitted?

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)08:16:27 No.35551990 >>35552024

>>35551966
I have a better idea: Just make a table of arts with name, artist, description (if any)

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)08:19:07 No.35552000

>>35551037
Glorious friendship

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)08:22:47 No.35552017 >>35552024

>>35551659
Then get to it, anon.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)08:25:53 No.35552024 >>35552052 >>35554078

>>35551942
That's rude. The more artists involved the better, no?
>>35552017
I'd be happy to do it myself, but I'm permabanned on Derpi and don't have Twitter or anything like that to try elsewhere.
>>35551966
>>35551990
Not sure how I'd make a table like that, but I could add another column to the artist list if neccessary.

How's the writefagging coming along, too? I remember there were a few posters who said they were interested in doing some writing.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)08:30:45 No.35552052

>>35552024
Maybe we could help?

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)08:34:17 No.35552068

>>35551942
i care

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)08:35:17 No.35552074 >>35552084 >>35554264 >>35556547

>>35551659
I'm one of the artists. Who do I contact?

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)08:37:44 No.35552084 >>35552207
File: 1588355620054.jpg (35 KB, 410x598)

>>35552074

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)09:07:55 No.35552194

>>35548334
If there's anything missing let me know. As far as I can tell I should have everything up to date as of this post. Note that I'm putting WiPs into the Sketch folder.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)09:10:18 No.35552207

>>35552084
That's a fat Pepe

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)09:47:41 No.35552359

>>35550757
This is how you end racisim

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)11:08:42 No.35552620

>>35551037
Great job anon

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)11:08:52 No.35552621
File: merchant.png (108 KB, 504x566)

>>35551037
>griffons

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)11:35:45 No.35552711 >>35552735 >>35554264 >>35556547

>>35551659
What are we supposed to put if we fill our own names in? I'm sure a bunch of those were put in by the artists themselves, but they didn't write "contacted" because no one's reaching out to contact them for it.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)11:39:10 No.35552724

>>35543249 (OP)
We have a cute blast from the past, could someone draw #FreeTheButt art?
>>35552651 →
>>35552654 →
>>35552659 →
>>35552676 →
>>35552680 →
>>35552685 →

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)11:42:51 No.35552735

>>35552711
Present!

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)11:52:17 No.35552766

>>35551037
Yo, this shit looks so good! Bless your fucking soul anon.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)11:53:22 No.35552769

>>35551731
First time for everything though

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)16:17:26 No.35553279 >>35554441 >>35554528

If Derpi never lifts the censorship rules, will we post the art pack on Rainbooru and Ponybooru?

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)16:22:44 No.35553297 >>35553344
File: Aryanne riding the Schwer(...).png (1.85 MB, 2306x1950)

>>35543257
Done, but will do more if there's
time.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)16:38:04 No.35553344 >>35553375

>>35553297
The picture is great, anon.
Don't worry, we understand your situation and can flip the image ourselves.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)16:40:57 No.35553352 >>35553901 >>35554239 >>35558741 >>35565384
File: frame0013.png (1.92 MB, 3998x2270)

>>35551318

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)16:45:37 No.35553375 >>35553379 >>35553505 >>35565384
File: Aryanne riding the Schwer(...).png (1.83 MB, 2306x1950)

>>35553344
oh fug, sorry. need sleep.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)16:46:50 No.35553379

>>35553375
That's a fluffy pony

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)17:14:07 No.35553505
File: 200-NIRIK.jpg (83 KB, 717x850)

>>35553375
>exporting the image
flipped
I know this pain
nice picture. those clouds
are really well done

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)17:22:54 No.35553545 >>35553929 >>35554220
File: 0017-WIP-1.webm (2.94 MB, 1280x720)

None of the ideas I had worked, so I think I will actually go full meta with smug Aryanne feeding on
Derpibooru's reactions.
Here is a first draft.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)18:52:34 No.35553901
File: Germans with Browning .50(...).jpg (21 KB, 320x183)

>>35553352

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)19:01:28 No.35553929

>>35553545
I love it anon

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)19:40:05 No.35554078 >>35554456

>>35551966
>>35552024
I agree that we need some way to handle attributions -- on the artist table, let's say, so we can fill it in ourselves. As it is, we have an artist list and a bunch of submissions with no names attached.

I guess the question is, how would we represent those images in table cells? 4cdn links? And will those artist names be used for a file-name standard in the finished pack, like with other artpacks? Whatever we do, we should probably
find a solution while there's still time to fix it.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)20:01:55 No.35554144
File: 131943773193.png (146 KB, 500x459)

>>35551037
came in here just to
find this

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)20:14:29 No.35554205

>>35551966
you can link to their submission in the doc. one guy already did that

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)20:17:09 No.35554220

>>35553545
Very nice.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)20:20:24 No.35554239
File: 1564385276809.gif (92 KB, 218x262)

>>35553352
Thanks.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)20:25:20 No.35554264

>>35552074
>>35552711
this entire thing is informal. just fill out your name and if you want to contribute or not.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)21:03:16 No.35554441

>>35553279
Yes.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)21:05:29 No.35554456 >>35554945

>>35554078
I would just put in the post numbers into the artists doc. Can even link them to desuarchive.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)21:19:33 No.35554528 >>35554614 >>35557438

>>35553279
Ponybooru default filters hides Aryanne.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)21:40:11 No.35554614

>>35554528
Meh

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)22:20:03 No.35554783 >>35554800 >>35554859 >>35555050
File: file.png (78 KB, 975x354)

>>35551659
A hell of a lot of those artists are just general anti-censorship and no quality bar. we could always extend it as a free speech protest until derpi acts more fairly if you wanted to pull in more 'big' names
and voices like this guy.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)22:25:57 No.35554800 >>35554819 >>35554859

>>35554783
If we can get a significant number of artists added to this project, and therefore invested in the cause, that would be worth a time extension, I think.

The only issue is waiting around for pictures that aren't coming. Don't fuck around with people that don't deliver after being given a chance.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)22:30:21 No.35554819

>>35554800
Well since the art is publicly available, no ones really waiting around for it to 'finish' are they?

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)22:37:03 No.35554859 >>35554875

>>35554783
I thought it was agreed that while Aryanne is the main focus the pack's theme is general anti-censorship
>>35554800
If anons want to try to bring in some more people, I don't see why discussing an extension to like the 15th or so would be too much of an issue

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)22:40:31 No.35554875

>>35554859
It was agreed on, what makes you think im suggesting otherwise.

Aryanne has been an oc born out of freedom of expression from the very start, and used to fight censorship and SJW fags for years so she always has the focus when it comes to things like this.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)22:57:52 No.35554945 >>35554974

>>35554456
Added column for this

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)23:03:44 No.35554974
File: a38.png (191 KB, 1024x854)

>>35554945
Sweet, thanks Anon, already added my
submission to the list.

 Anonymous 07/05/20(Sun)23:22:35 No.35555050

>>35554783
I love how russkies describe stuff.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)00:14:50 No.35555310

fewer lewds made so far than I would have expected

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)00:42:22 No.35555461 >>35555503 >>35555510
File: 1593988508780.png (16 KB, 2532x42)

GUY TIME TO ARCHIVE EVERYTHING.
Who know if an "accident" happen and the aryanne tag get totally wiped

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)00:48:51 No.35555503

>>35555461
Oh shit

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)00:50:27 No.35555510

>>35555461
I highly doubt that'll happen, but it still isn't a bad idea to archive either way

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)01:16:23 No.35555707 >>35556224 >>35565384
File: whistle.png (1.08 MB, 1948x2240)

>>35543257
>>35549435
thanks
>>35549324
sorry anon I don't know how to read

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:10:26 No.35555986

>>35543257
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ktfhoqg46glgrtl/AAA7OjhMGFDDZZKn_DzLu1CHa
This is not new art, but rather a Dropbox of a ton of old art of Aryanne art that was found and posted here >>35550654 →
Another thing to go in the "Other" folder on the Mega Archive.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:15:23 No.35556026 >>35556043 >>35556048 >>35556067 >>35556142 >>35556156 >>35565384
File: EcMs7oUXQAAjnMT.jpg (135 KB, 1890x1370)

Atlas_66 asked me that I post this in his stead for the pack.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:18:38 No.35556043

>>35556026
Is this a WiP or is it the final drawing?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:18:57 No.35556048 >>35556156
File: 1593872179439.gif (476 KB, 505x505)

>>35556026
>that swastika

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:21:04 No.35556067

>>35556026
Why are happy poners so cute?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:32:36 No.35556141 >>35556209 >>35556219
File: BOUNCE.gif (10 KB, 298x392)

Would putting an image up on Ponybooru/Rainbooru with major info about the pack included in it help? Don't want to lose
steam on this project.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:33:03 No.35556142

>>35556026
kek

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:35:33 No.35556156
File: pol_spastika.png (3.28 MB, 1920x1900)

>>35556026
>>35556048
Ah, the good ol'
spastika.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:44:36 No.35556209 >>35556218

>>35556141
Doesn't sound like a bad idea, but it might be better to do it on all three sites than just the alt-boorus.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:46:11 No.35556218 >>35556228 >>35556233 >>35556242

>>35556209
I would upload what I've drawn to Derpi but with how confusing it is now I'm not sure it'll be up for long.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:46:29 No.35556219 >>35556233

>>35556141
I don't know that that will have much visibility. I'd say if you want to get more people involved, take a look at the artists lists and see who's left to contact. Of course you could contribute something yourself. While we've had many fine
artists post here you don't need to be a master to participate.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:47:41 No.35556224
File: 5d77bd4bb6a15fdf7a09e4eb9(...).png (134 KB, 1000x1000)

>>35555707
>dog whistle?
Ary bein cute is nice and all but these jokes are what its
all about. gimme moar

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:48:43 No.35556228

>>35556218
which one did you do?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:49:53 No.35556233 >>35556560

>>35556219
I'm contacting people right now. As far as visibility goes, I'll try and ask zizzy if he'll feature it on Ponybooru, perhaps until the day of the release of the art pack, and then have it switch back to the current one. The rest would be more
difficult, however.

>>35556218
Things are supposed to be uploaded to the thread so that whoever's getting the pack together sees it. Feel free to try Derpi/Ponybooru/etc though.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)02:52:25 No.35556242 >>35556578

>>35556218
>upload what I've drawn
That'll have to wait until the pack's released and the drama's sorted. And I'm still against the idea of art for the pack being uploaded onto boorus before the pack's even up for purchase.
I thought the idea would be something uncontroversial with the info on joining and the pack's existence.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)03:07:57 No.35556321

>>35543249 (OP)
Someone in the other thread suggested the idea of aryanne wearing zebra patern pants ,that may or may not be made out of real zebra skin, to cover her cutie mark. >>35555126 →

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)03:39:46 No.35556547 >>35556562
File: 1215fc0471fe722c51bc97516(...).png (141 KB, 1280x1017)

>>35552074
>>35552711
so I came up with instead of adding 'contacted' for people who came to the thread asking to sign up on their own just put down a checkmark on the artist doc in the OP. you can copy paste whats in the column.
anyone wanna come up with something else?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)03:42:00 No.35556560 >>35556574 >>35556594 >>35557037 >>35562988
File: file.png (460 KB, 993x1024)

>>35556233
we just need to get zippy on board the artpack, he's currently advertising
zizzy's board with this

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)03:42:12 No.35556562

>>35556547
Sounds good to me.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)03:43:41 No.35556574

>>35556560
You want to add him to the list and contact him then?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)03:44:15 No.35556578 >>35556587

>>35556242
>And I'm still against the idea of art for the pack being uploaded onto boorus before the pack's even up for purchase.
Same, but given that we're using a public thread to submit the art, it just comes down to a scout's-honour thing. Realistically, anyone could wander in here and grab them to reupload.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)03:46:07 No.35556587 >>35556606 >>35556607 >>35556626 >>35556684 >>35556733

>>35556578
that's been happening the whole time, including drawfags posting their contribution publicly before the art pack finishes. ive kind of given up on a formal artpack release and just see it as an ongoing protest

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)03:47:02 No.35556594
File: really makes you filly.png (184 KB, 1800x1800)

>>35556560
>Zippy
>Zizzy
This is purely a coincidence and
definitely nothing else

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)03:49:48 No.35556606

>>35556587
and by publicly i mean on derpi or twitter ect, not here

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)03:50:20 No.35556607 >>35556625

>>35556587
Well, I at least plan to wait, partly so I can advertise the pack when I post the art to Twitter. Even if it's informal, it's the first art pack I've been a part of, so damn it I'm going to treat it like one.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)03:54:15 No.35556625

>>35556607
respect. but we can still 'release' it like a normal one and when its all uploaded have a tag associated like all the other artpacks, instead of just random pictures of aryanne or other characters so its got some unity behind it

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)03:54:19 No.35556626 >>35556684

>>35556587
That's fine. I still think we can do a release regardless. Just enjoy the the ride.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:05:10 No.35556684 >>35556693 >>35556733 >>35556748

>>35556587
It shouldn't be happening. That's not how art packs are done and the whole damn thing is messy enough already with everything being openly posted here that it doesn't need to be worse unless you're just saying to shut it down.
>>35556626
It really isn't fine and this lack of any care is proof that derpifag was right about this not being something that would be taken seriously.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:07:26 No.35556693

>>35556684
im not the OP or the guy who had the idea for it. its just an observation ive seen repeatedly. you arent guna prevent people from reposting what they like on the internet

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:15:55 No.35556730

anyways, a chunk of these guys are in the pack. i dont have a pillowfort account but if you do, it's a good way to find them
https://www.pillowfort.social/posts/1351307

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:16:41 No.35556733 >>35556739 >>35556792
File: lyrabouttosmackthefuckup.png (2.26 MB, 4023x2867)

>>35556587
>>35556684
Don't give up on it you faggots. Still do a formal release.

There's still people that are anti-censorship that don't browse /mlp/ and might even be scared to. How else are they going to find out about and get the artpack if they
don't even know it exists?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:19:48 No.35556739 >>35556748 >>35556792

>>35556733
Dubs confirm, even if stuff get reposted on Rainbooru and Ponybooru, we should still do a formal release. This is more about having fun and sending a message.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:22:21 No.35556748

>>35556684
The point of the thread was to get people involved in the creation. The release, while fun, is not the absolute most important part. Even still I think the pack will do alright as long as it's promoted strictly as donation.

>>35556739
>This is more about having fun and sending a message
Agreed.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:24:52 No.35556761 >>35556782 >>35556788 >>35556791 >>35556815
File: rich.png (128 KB, 295x284)

>been working on and off on a contribution since Friday
>blackpilled faggots are declaring the whole thing dead now

Very cool.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:28:04 No.35556782
File: you_can_do_it.gif (219 KB, 640x360)

>>35556761
Don't give up. I'm just a horsefan faggot so I'm happily waiting for what you guys are putting out for the art pack. Don't lose hope/faith in this as there are people out there who are
looking forward to this.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:28:59 No.35556788

>>35556761
there are blackpilled fags in the drama thread too, just don't pay them any mind

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:29:40 No.35556791

>>35556761
I think people are working on contributions. We've been getting some really nice ones. I've been working on something for the past few days as well, will probably have it done today or tomorrow.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:29:41 No.35556792

>>35556733
I'm not saying to give up. I'm saying to show at least a little professionalism and actually care about the thing instead of going "lol whatever".
>>35556739
The only message I'm getting is that 4chan can't organize for shit.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:29:59 No.35556793

>>35544275
>>35543257

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:34:16 No.35556815

>>35556761
No worries Anon, despite some negativity your contribution will be something to look forward to, this has been a pretty fun experience even if it's not super professional.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:39:27 No.35556841 >>35556875 >>35556885 >>35556908 >>35557010 >>35557042 >>35557229

I've decided to participate in this. Gonna draw Naughty Luna all over Aryanne. My rapist on your Nazi.

My way of making up for being a boob. (Boobfag?)

-Skoon

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:46:54 No.35556875
File: aryanneorigins.png (853 KB, 2880x1176)

>>35556841
Ironically, the user on flockmod that originally named
Aryanne's name was Boob.

Appreciate you changing sides on things.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:48:55 No.35556885 >>35556908
File: 1568846495373.png (77 KB, 250x250)

>>35556841
>top 10 anime redemption arcs

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:53:09 No.35556908

>>35556841
>>35556885
Oh shit guys
Skoon's the vegeta of the derpibooru anime

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)04:58:10 No.35556934 >>35556993

Has anyone been contacting people straight through derpibooru?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:10:31 No.35556993 >>35557126

>>35556934
I'm in a bunch of artist groups on discord so I did a lot of it through there, personally.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:15:17 No.35557010

>>35556841
Yo good guy Skoon babby

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:19:11 No.35557037 >>35557040

>>35556560
>get zippy on board
>literal derpstapo, unironically
yeah that'll go real fucking well.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:20:25 No.35557040

>>35557037
that faggot is always floating around her anyway. he should know about it by now.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:20:41 No.35557042 >>35557052
File: e14004431be8a7cc1369a2c39(...).gif (364 KB, 576x324)

>>35556841
>Gonna draw Naughty Luna all over Aryanne.
My rapist on your Nazi.
maybe a luftkreig later? or filly aryanne?
yeah i know your preferences

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:24:13 No.35557052 >>35557058 >>35557069 >>35557075

>>35557042
pedo stuff would look awful on the pack, this has been discussed

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:26:22 No.35557058 >>35557060

>>35557052
Aryanne stuff is already gonna look bad anyways.

What's wrong with a cute filly? Yes, assuming he can keep it in his fucking pants.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:27:59 No.35557060 >>35557073

>>35557058
Let's not start a war over lolicon in the middle of the one we already have.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:29:18 No.35557069 >>35557077
File: 3768bfb48235d2941c5435608(...).jpg (80 KB, 700x692)

>>35557052
>Muh PR
>>35529325 →

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:30:24 No.35557073 >>35557101

>>35557060
My suggestion was something completely safe, goddamn.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:30:34 No.35557075 >>35557101

>>35557052
Where was this discussed? Because I don't remember a decision to limit the pack beyond stuff that goes into the Nazi to a distasteful level.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:30:37 No.35557077 >>35557078

>>35557069
Uhh, tweet deleted. What was it?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:30:53 No.35557078

>>35557077
https://twitter.com/ShepardInTheSky/status/1278877841552052229

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:34:55 No.35557097 >>35557113
File: 1987896.jpg (180 KB, 960x408)

>really want to upload my art sooner rather than later to maximize the amount of jimmies rustled
>will still hold off for the benefit of the pack
I still think we should upload them to boorus when the pack releases though for promotion. Itd be fun to flood the front page
with ary pics for a while.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:35:21 No.35557101

>>35557073
>>35557075
the only thing that people said don't do is encourage actual nazi stuff like gassing the kikes and provoke derpi to move towards banning. theres also been lewd requests for luftkreig already and no one batted an eye >>35522057 →

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:38:24 No.35557113 >>35557132
File: ebilpinkie.png (23 KB, 1100x1348)

>>35557097
>flood boorus with aryanne
yes yes that's grand

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:42:34 No.35557126

>>35556993
Well the thing is I just want to make sure that I message on the place that they will most likely be accessing, and it's difficult when it looks like some of their other upload sites haven't been touched in months.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)05:44:25 No.35557132 >>35557247

>>35557113
>Requesting two weeks of Free advertising for Fahreneigh 451 charity art pack
That's the evilest thing I can imagine.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)06:10:28 No.35557229

>>35556841
Draw Aryanne and Berry Punch sharing a lagger and a wine

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)06:14:18 No.35557247 >>35557321

>>35557132
It is a community project, therefore should be covered on their rules ^:)

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)06:39:05 No.35557321

>>35557247
What are the rules for advertising on Derpi? Is there actually any reason why this pack couldn't be?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)06:57:19 No.35557393 >>35557411
File: 1509723611266.gif (84 KB, 700x394)

>contacted 20 artists
>8 responses in 4 hours
It's that easy people, just gotta get
the word out.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:03:11 No.35557411 >>35557425

>>35557393
We only have 6 days left for the deadline so hopefully that short amount of time won't be a problem for them.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:05:28 No.35557425
File: 2291543.png (87 KB, 763x482)

>>35557411
If more people can chip in and contact artists, then hopefully we can give them at least
that 5 or 6 day window.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:09:09 No.35557437 >>35557449 >>35557453 >>35557505
File: 2292241crop.png (16 KB, 350x350)

Also, if someone wants to get together the artpack advertisment pic for it to put up on the
boorus, that'd be neat.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:09:11 No.35557438 >>35557449

>>35554528
It also hides porn so who uses the default filters anyways

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:11:55 No.35557449 >>35557485 >>35559021

>>35557437
In conjunction with this fact >>35557438 , would it be in our best interests not to have Aryanne on it?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:13:00 No.35557453 >>35557479

>>35557437
I think MKog's thing was somewhat popular for the cover. Maybe take the WiP version and say that it's in progress, the deadline is on the 11th, there's still time to join, any skill level is welcome, and come to the Fahreneigh 451 Art Pack
thread on /mlp/ to participate.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:20:30 No.35557479 >>35557503 >>35557536

>>35557453
wasnt his done? I think if we extended the deadline it would be good a way to advertise instead of manually contacting people at random who are against censorship

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:21:41 No.35557485

>>35557449
If art has NSFW material it would just be shown only to coomers.
Have pic of Pony Supremacist convention then, you can crop it to exclude Aryan be (if that's her on the pic).

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:27:36 No.35557503 >>35557536

>>35557479
The colored version was an edit by someone else. Extending the deadline could be fine but too much and I think it'll lose some of it's relevancy. Of course it's hard to tell how things will end up even a few hours into the future so who
knows. Maybe it'll be even more relevant. If it is extended I think it should be only a few days. 6 days by itself isn't too bad. Maybe we can keep it for now and then do a poll if we do manage to get more interest.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:27:59 No.35557505 >>35557529

>>35557437
>Fandom projects (such as art packs) may request two weeks of free advertising once per project.
>Charities typically get priority and may request longer terms of advertising depending on scope and availability.

>If interested, please contact ops@derpibooru.org. Note that availability of free advertising slots may be limited based on demand.

Please make sure the message subject line includes your project name. If we do not reply within three days, contact us through IRC or Discord.
>Contact us at least a month before you want your ad to go live as other ads may be scheduled weeks in advance and waiting in queue.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:34:29 No.35557516 >>35557540
File: 543589723490572308.png (74 KB, 531x610)

>>35543269
>Tfw you make this poll, thinking everyone will pick the
obvious.
>Tfw Femanon wins it
Welp, time to write female anon getting pegged in the ass
by a cute nazi pone

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:37:55 No.35557529 >>35557546

>>35557505
I guess we should probably get on that if we're doing it. Since Datte expressed interest a few threads ago and apparently has experience with this sort of thing, maybe we can flag him down and see if he'd be willing to help. There's is a
pretty high chance the they'd just flat turn us down to avoid drama. Of course we could just do a regular pic advertising the pack if nothing else.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:39:48 No.35557536 >>35557557

>>35557503
>>35557479
I would be against the deadline extension because we dont want the art pack to lose its relevancy and oftentimes changing important aspects of projects like this this late in the game leads to problems.

If anything, keep the deadline at July 11th, but allow a grace-period of a day or so for artists that might not finish on time. The point would be that the 11th is the set date in mind to push for, but keep an ambiguous grace window just in
case. But that's if anything.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:41:07 No.35557540 >>35557544

>>35557516
I didn't vote because I believe that the best results come from people who want to write what they are writing. It's not our fault you let people tell you what cake to bake.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:43:40 No.35557544 >>35557556

>>35557540
Honestly I wanted to write all of them, so I decided to let some readers pick which one they wanted to see more.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:44:05 No.35557546 >>35557561

>>35557529
unless raptorshy is willing to put us ahead of the 'que' mentioned. says to contact 1 month before hosting an ad. so i think it wouldnt hit while the iron's hot even if we did a formal release keeping all the art private, just due to the line for
ads.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:47:11 No.35557556 >>35557630

>>35557544
its such a narrow vote margin that you could easily justify writing more than one. theyr all pretty vague so thats why you probably have a near tie on all of them.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:47:40 No.35557557

>>35557536
I think I like the idea of a grace period. That could be a good option.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:49:47 No.35557561 >>35557566

>>35557546
Oh you guys are talking about a little advertisement dealie? I was more saying like a big ol' regular image to upload and potentially have featured on Pony/Rainbooru, but if that'll work on Derpi, go ahead.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:51:41 No.35557566

>>35557561
i thought we were talking about the actual ads on derpi yeah. but making a 'recruitment' sort of ad like zippy's isnt a bad idea either

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:54:02 No.35557576 >>35557583 >>35557586 >>35557597

To be honest I'm really expecting to this pack to fail not for the content but for the selling. No one will buy a pack featuring a "nazi", even for charity.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:56:08 No.35557583

>>35557576
I don't expect a niche 4chan hosted pony art pack to sell well either, but hasn't there already been like two Aryanne packs?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:56:28 No.35557586

>>35557576
aryanne has already had 2 artpacks in the past.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:58:34 No.35557597

>>35557576
Reminder that it's not really about whether it sells a lot or not, it's about the statement it makes. I know I'll be donating for it either way.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)07:59:29 No.35557602 >>35557617

theres a note in the artist doc saying unsure how to contact sand filled scarecrow
this is where hes at. https://www.pillowfort.social/FourEyes

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:02:49 No.35557617 >>35557620

>>35557602
you really gonna make me get up outta bed and contact him huh
fuck you

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:03:37 No.35557620 >>35557645

>>35557617
im expecting him to say nah, he seemed to want to distance himself from it like nips. but up to you

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:06:30 No.35557630 >>35557663

>>35557556
idk man, I don't think I could punch out 3 written stories in less than a week. I tend to give my stories a bit more zest and length.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:09:44 No.35557645

>>35557620
fuck you I did it anyway
but nah for real I appreciate you finding him, the worst he can say is no

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:13:59 No.35557663 >>35557666 >>35557673

>>35557630
just how long are you going to make it?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:14:56 No.35557666
File: mostimportantgifofalltime.gif (3.05 MB, 739x600)

>>35557663
let the man perfect his
craft anon

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:17:59 No.35557673 >>35557734

>>35557663
Most my stories nowadays average between 5k-8k short story wise.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:22:54 No.35557690 >>35557711
File: file.png (13 KB, 976x143)

this guys summery is too good.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:28:58 No.35557711

>>35557690
I prefer Fahreneighte

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:37:40 No.35557734

>>35557673
damn alright, just saying a lot of people appreciate short greens here too. but if youre a longfic writer you do you.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:43:58 No.35557761 >>35557781 >>35557790 >>35558236
File: Ad.png (978 KB, 2000x3300)

I threw together a quickie promotional thing.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:48:35 No.35557779 >>35558050 >>35558264

Some yarnfag reporting in. Got contacted, but I have no idea what the hell someone who crochets and knits can contribute to an art pack.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:48:54 No.35557781 >>35557790 >>35557801

>>35557761
>june 11th

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:50:31 No.35557790 >>35557978 >>35558236 >>35558711
File: Ad.png (978 KB, 2000x3300)

>>35557761
>>35557781
Fixed.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)08:54:06 No.35557801 >>35557929
File: [piercing screech].jpg (36 KB, 274x274)

>>35557781
>tfw the deadline was actually last
month

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)09:20:33 No.35557929
File: 9fa.gif (19 KB, 485x365)

>>35557801
>What have you done, anon?
>If you have submitted it earlier, Derpibooru
would not be on fire!

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)09:31:54 No.35557978
File: 431f5d5f3e87de2b9d64429f5(...).png (157 KB, 574x437)

>>35557790
>anypony
>still cryptofacists
its alright. if you want to make it easy to direct link from the thread then use
this in the description
>>>/mlp/Fahreneigh

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)09:39:20 No.35558014 >>35558025 >>35558030 >>35558229 >>35559727 >>35565384
File: whiteponybad.png (1.46 MB, 2299x3000)

>>35543257
Here's my part, use wisely

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)09:41:25 No.35558025

>>35558014
top kek

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)09:42:38 No.35558030 >>35558142

>>35558014
Poor Blossomforth. I'd be scared of a snake with arms too

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)09:46:56 No.35558050 >>35558807

>>35557779
>yarnfag
interdasting.what kind of yarn things do you do?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)10:11:14 No.35558142
File: snekfilly.png (254 KB, 1280x1024)

>>35558030
>

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)10:17:59 No.35558173 >>35558229
File: Aryanne Gets a Halloween (...).png (1.84 MB, 3600x3000)

>>35543257

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)10:43:40 No.35558229
File: 1518325522880.png (522 KB, 978x717)

>>35558014
>>35558173
My fucking sides

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)10:45:14 No.35558236 >>35558259 >>35558272
File: 1593617848450.png (862 KB, 1376x1409)

>>35557761
>>35557790
Just use this version, at least it'd be funny

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)10:52:06 No.35558259 >>35558272 >>35558711
File: Ad2.png (1.27 MB, 2000x3300)

>>35558236
Can have 2 ads, double the advertisement.

I guess I'll upload these tomorrow if nobody else has.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)10:54:43 No.35558264
File: file.png (1.21 MB, 998x1024)

>>35557779
>Some yarnfag reporting in. Got contacted, but I have no idea what the hell someone who crochets and knits can
contribute to an art pack.
Aryarnne of course

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)10:56:29 No.35558272 >>35558278 >>35558669 >>35558685

>>35558236
>>35558259
its funny but makes it look like a cloppack ad. sequel pack when?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)10:58:47 No.35558278

>>35558272
Was kind of thinking the same. I guess we'll see what people think before posting.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)14:07:16 No.35558669 >>35559546

>>35558272
Well, there is clop in this pack too, so it's not like this is totally unrelated.
I prefer uncolored version for the different reason: it's more serious and touchy.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)14:16:53 No.35558685

>>35558272
Dont use the clop one, it sends the wrong message and could get caught under explicit potentially, limiting its outreach.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)14:28:44 No.35558711 >>35559609

>>35557790
>>35558259
Could you change the header to say '"Fahreneigh 451" Anti-Censorship Art Pack'? This is the only part that will be readable from a thumbnail and will inform new people/artists what it's actually about rather than just have them gloss
over it as "oh its just another art pack".

The description of the image (not on the image itself, just the text field on the booru) should also include the faq and and link to the google doc with the extended faq. That is if somebody uploads it before I do today. Gonna try and talk
with zizzy about featuring.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)14:39:39 No.35558741 >>35559062
File: Aryanne 1412056491551.jpg (201 KB, 768x600)

>>35553352
>IT'S A MACHINE GUN!
>ahah okay
>TATATATA

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)15:16:37 No.35558807 >>35559805

>>35558050
Hats, scarves, Afghans, pones.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)16:26:46 No.35558987 >>35559230 >>35559236 >>35559596

>>35543249 (OP)
>Fahreneigh 451 Art Pack
>Art Pack
>literally every picture from these threads are on booru already
What's the fucking point?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)16:38:12 No.35559021

>>35557449
I'd say having her is fine, but no swastikas visible in the pic. That probably wouldn't fly.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)16:41:41 No.35559032 >>35559098

Pananovich here. I have already done one pic for the pack. Where do I submit it? Working on a second one too btw.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)16:48:34 No.35559062

>>35558741
You know if worst comes to worst we could always just turn Aryanne into a 40k Commissar.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)17:02:12 No.35559098 >>35559111

>>35559032
Post it in this thread as a reply to the anchor

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)17:06:53 No.35559111

>>35559098
okay

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)17:29:36 No.35559166 >>35559208 >>35559218
File: Aryanne Artpack 1.jpg (2.72 MB, 4000x3000)

>>35543257
here is my first contribution for the pack. Working
on the second one.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)17:40:19 No.35559208 >>35559219
File: medium.png (225 KB, 730x600)

>>35559166
That Aryanne is looking pretty
interesting.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)17:44:52 No.35559218
File: kek.gif (66 KB, 316x304)

>>35559166

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)17:45:31 No.35559219 >>35559238 >>35559727 >>35565384
File: Aryanne Artpack 1.jpg (2.73 MB, 4000x3000)

>>35543257
>>35559208

Oops, sorry I forgot to add some minor details!

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)17:49:48 No.35559230

>>35558987
Fun?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)17:51:27 No.35559236

>>35558987
Because we can.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)17:51:33 No.35559238

>>35559219
This the "scary" type of fun

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)19:39:41 No.35559546

>>35558669
there is clop, but its an extreme minority, where as the joke cover looks like it would be the majority. and would def get slapped with explicit tag.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)19:54:46 No.35559596
File: file.png (874 KB, 1280x720)

>>35558987
i dont know, looks l like it's been a huge success
to free speech to me.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)19:59:15 No.35559609 >>35559920 >>35560799
File: Ad3.png (992 KB, 2000x3468)

>>35558711
Here you go. I've also uploaded the PSD here:

https://u.smutty.horse/lvwewvdhflk.psd

For the description I think we'd probably be fine with a slightly modified version of the OP:

/mlp/ is making an art pack. The purpose is to promote free speech. Anypony is welcome to join and all media forms will
be accepted.

FAQs
Deadline?
July 11th.

Why the name?
Fahreneigh 451. A reference and parody of Fahrenheit 451

Where to submit?
In the thread. Use smutty.horse (or other) if you can't post it directly. Please use the anchor post.

How much will it cost?
It will be a donation and will be pay-what-you-want.

What charity?
Comic Book Legal Defense Fund seems to be the popular one.

Is NSFW allowed?
Both SFW and NSFW stuff will be allowed. Use external links for NSFW.

What skill levels are accepted?
Any and all. This project is about community involvement.

Links:
Thread Doc: https://derpy.me/dxRjI
Art Ideas: https://derpy.me/kP4IF
Artist List: https://derpy.me/cnlIa
Mega Archive: https://derpy.me/YA3cd

Thread:
>>>/mlp/Fahreneigh

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)20:27:54 No.35559727
File: 1586109232141.gif (269 KB, 1008x1008)

>>35559219
>>35558014
Funny, and I recognize
that art style

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)20:39:26 No.35559776
File: fightsforfreedom.png (1.96 MB, 7000x8000)

>>35543257
Here I put this together.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)20:46:57 No.35559805 >>35559912

>>35558807
could make something to auction and put towards a charity? you could do as complex or as simple as you wanted. care to share some of your stuff?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)21:15:35 No.35559912 >>35559943 >>35559964 >>35560741

>>35559805
I wouldn't be willing to make Aryanne. I'm open to suggestions, but I don't know what I'd have time to do besides a tiny equine.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)21:17:43 No.35559920 >>35559976

>>35559609
>Comic Sans
I'm not going to go full leddit meme and say it's always evil, but it is not really a great font to use here.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)21:24:24 No.35559943
File: file.png (1.97 MB, 920x976)

>>35559912
Kirin. Their village was burned down because of screeching and then they banned everyone from hurting anyones feelings.
The episode was all about how free speech is important and how Autumn would rather have freedom of expression than safe spaces, so if you want to make an inoffensive contribution then
kirin is the way to go.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)21:32:43 No.35559964

>>35559912
theres also been talk of extending the deadline for new people on board

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)21:35:40 No.35559976 >>35560022

>>35559920
Isn't that the appeal of Comic Sans? Generally the least appropriate font to use. If you think it's bad enough I can change it. I guess I could go full Impact font or something else.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)21:45:55 No.35560022 >>35560061

>>35559976
Nah, the whole thing with Comic Sans is that it looks childlike. Something you would use for say, a children's birthday party invitation. So it's not inappropriate in all situations, but it gives the impression that children are at the helm,
which is maybe not the idea we want to convey for this.

I also think Impact would be a little too heavy-handed for the main body, though. Maybe some kind of normal font?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)21:51:41 No.35560061 >>35560070
File: Ad4.png (972 KB, 2000x3468)

>>35560022
How about Arial?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)21:53:27 No.35560070 >>35560083
File: 1549430442546.png (11 KB, 500x500)

>>35560061
Yeah, that definitely looks better.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)21:55:34 No.35560083 >>35560480

>>35560070
I guess I'll upload in a bit barring any other suggestions.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)22:43:14 No.35560329 >>35560391
File: 0341_OAT_Vectors_Aryanne_(...).png (360 KB, 2000x2250)

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)22:54:32 No.35560391
File: 1986708.png (90 KB, 737x640)

>>35560329

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)23:01:34 No.35560430 >>35560480 >>35560500
File: 1593314549305.png (389 KB, 460x649)

Your cause has been noticed.
Seems like Christmas came early this year.
I notified some people and i hope something worthwhile
will come from it.
Thank You dearly.

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)23:10:16 No.35560480 >>35560500

>>35560083
Could you maybe center the text boxes a little better? My ocd is kicking in. I sent out messages to Zizzy and CurtainedWizard about featuring it, so hopefully they'll get back to me soon.

>>35560430
Appreciate this man. Would you mind also cataloging who you contacted in the artist list https://derpy.me/cnlIa ?

 Anonymous 07/06/20(Mon)23:13:22 No.35560500
File: sailor_moon__challenge__b(...).png (2.56 MB, 1600x1156)

>>35560480
>>35560430

also sorry for the ant picture
https://www.rainbooru.org/img/2162
filesize

cant make any promises, but you will know them when you see them.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:02:28 No.35560741 >>35560956

>>35559912
Either the kirin or maybe milky way? Since she is banned here.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:12:02 No.35560782 >>35560787 >>35560789 >>35560799 >>35560806
File: fareneigh451artpackquickie.png (1.02 MB, 2000x3468)

Alright fellas zizzy says it's cool, so I'll be uploading this in a minute or two barring any other suggestions (just made a few minor
alterations).

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:13:04 No.35560787 >>35560816

>>35560782
cool for it to be featured* that is

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:13:32 No.35560789

>>35560782
>zizzy says its cool
context?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:15:45 No.35560799 >>35560819

>>35560782
>>35559609
Will also add in the description "A lot of the art pack will feature Aryanne due to the her ban on Derpi, however this is not a requirement to be included." so that people aren't thrown off when they see her as the OP image.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:17:53 No.35560806 >>35560817 >>35560823

>>35560782
Where are you uploading it?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:19:35 No.35560816 >>35560821 >>35560823

>>35560787
ah nice, id like to get it featured on rainbooru too but rainbro hasnt gotten that far into the development yet. so since derpi would definitely tell us to fuck off, the feature will probably be exclusive to zizzys site

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:20:08 No.35560817

>>35560806
He said Zizzy so likely Ponybooru

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:20:28 No.35560819 >>35560823

>>35560799
It already states that it's about fighting censorship, so I think adding that would just be redundant, really. And besides, the pack IS ostensibly based around Aryanne; it says so right there in the doc.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:21:03 No.35560821 >>35560823 >>35560827

>>35560816
You should still try to post it on derpy. Its not like aryanne is on it. Nothing in the images is againts the rules.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:22:04 No.35560823 >>35560826

>>35560806
>>35560821
Definitely Ponybooru and Rainbooru. Derpibooru is down right now so we can bicker if we should or not until its back up. I mean, I really dont give a shit if I get banned for it/it gets taken down.

>>35560816
Right, I should have contacted him to see if he could do something about it before today. Drat.

>>35560819
Alright if you say so. If there's other opinions, I can always change the description.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:23:27 No.35560826 >>35560828 >>35560842

>>35560823
If you want i can post it. I'm not an artist so i dont mind taking the ban.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:25:06 No.35560827

>>35560821
theres a difference between not getting deleted and being featured. featuring is a support and would piss off people on the other side even more, not deleting is a neutral stance. im talking about when the pack is 'complete' and we all
go back to shitposting, not the ad for it.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:25:40 No.35560828

>>35560826
I aint an artist either, so I got it

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:28:30 No.35560841 >>35560852 >>35560861 >>35560876 >>35561862 >>35562022

alright she uploaded so now just gotta wait. he was saying to_fat wanted some time in the limelight with his taft lyra
https://ponybooru.org/images/8276

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:28:31 No.35560842 >>35560869 >>35561193

>>35560826
i doubt youd get banned posting it on derpi, its not promoting racism or anything like that its just a community project.

Derpi will be down for a few hours, but a good chunk of people who are anti-censorship are already aware of ponybooru and rainbooru so if you wanted to catch 'new eyes' on it and get more then derpi would be the best spot most
likely.

If you wanna risk a ban then furbooru is where they're redirecting right now.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:31:07 No.35560852
File: 658187.gif (97 KB, 600x600)

>>35560841
aaaand already
featured

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:32:50 No.35560861 >>35560889
File: 6649cc983c8a2390c36af00b7(...).png (681 KB, 900x900)

>>35560841
>featuring the ad
didnt expect that, i was just talking about featuring it when it was complete. i-im not sure about
asking for double features.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:34:21 No.35560869 >>35561041

>>35560842
Posting it on their furry booru is a terrible idea. Just do Derpi once it's back is fine.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:35:53 No.35560876 >>35565095

>>35560841
>it's featured
This is great, might make a new pic to celebrate the fact that we might get more people.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:38:09 No.35560889 >>35560898
File: aryannefillysocks.png (1.67 MB, 730x600)

>>35560861
I thought we made that pretty clear when discussing it earlier in the thread, but it'll only be featured for the day and
will go down tomorrow.

Also just asked if the cover could be featured once it's out, and he said yes as long as it's sfw.

Good things happening.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)00:42:09 No.35560898 >>35561193

>>35560889
2 different things were talked about. a banner which is for derpi's ads that are site wide displayed, but you need to get on a month waiting list for that or something. and mkog came in with the idea of a rough picture being the ad but
wouldnt be site wide and would be posted like normal since theres no way wed get it featured

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)01:02:45 No.35560956

>>35560741
Milky is now on my list of things to do, but I'm not going to have time in the next month. I'll sit this out and maybe gift her as a surprise to a contributor.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)01:30:34 No.35561041 >>35561193

>>35560869
only sayin furbooru because they're redirecting traffic while derpi is down. it would probably get deleted and banned for their gay rules

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)02:17:27 No.35561193 >>35561210
File: swooce.png (68 KB, 254x288)

>>35560842
>>35560898
>>35561041
Alright let's be explicit with our replies then

>Advertising the pack before the release
>Advertising the pack after the release

As for putting the ad up on Derpi before the release, I see how it would be a good idea to get people who aren't yet familiar with the pack's existence, but you also have to think about potential bad actors. With there being screencaps of
people calling to take down Derpi's Patreon support, they would think nothing of meddling with something like this.

A better idea might be to post it in the Anti-Censorship DNP Pledge thread. That way it would limit the audience to those who would support the art pack and still potentially get new eyes on it that may not have heard about it yet.

As for advertising the pack after release with a Derpi ad, I'm all for that. It IS a community project after all, and if they deny our ad, then big deal.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)02:23:36 No.35561210 >>35561233

>>35561193
this artpack was first brought up in the anti censorship DNP thread at the start, theyre already aware of it. the guy whos managing it is the one whos been a voice for the DNP at the beginning. and a good bit of them are supporting it, or
havent been contacted.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)02:28:42 No.35561230
File: 5cedb224c045adf4e39a7fd96(...).jpg (82 KB, 540x684)

since we're more public than before, now i added a few more footnotes to the main doc. if anyone even
uses that anymore

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)02:29:53 No.35561233 >>35561248 >>35561288

>>35561210
I guess I did know about this fact, it just didn't occur to me that everyone who was in the thread probably already knew. imma dope

However, I still say my point stands that if the ad before the release is posted up on Derpibooru, people who aren't lurking the Anti-Censorship thread AND are unsympathetic to our cause may seek to cause trouble.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)02:35:44 No.35561248 >>35561271 >>35561515

>>35561233
maybe not /everyone/, but thats where i nabbed skoon to throw up on the artist list. due to him finally coming around out of the twatter echo chamber.

People who are from the muh nazi DNP side already tried to get this pack fucked over as well, so the pack has been known about on both ends. The only ones left are the ones that arent in either camp but could go either way.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)02:44:52 No.35561271 >>35561318

>>35561248
I see what you're saying. Feel free to upload it then.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)02:49:45 No.35561288 >>35561376

>>35561233
Literally who x2 already lurk the drama thread. I'm sure everyone in the censorship camp already knows about the pack too. It's just a matter of how many that would be sympathetic to the anti-nazi side don't know what's going on yet.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)02:57:44 No.35561318

>>35561271
has anyone mentioned it to the drawfag thread? we have our own pool that we can pull from too.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)03:10:30 No.35561376

>>35561288
censorship fags already got one of the mega archives pulled down. we had mirrors in the OP

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)03:42:10 No.35561515

>>35561248
There I am, Gary! There I am! :D

-Skoon

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)03:43:00 No.35561517 >>35561525 >>35561604
File: d6f58f4336b0cbc9186e82344(...).jpg (207 KB, 2000x1500)

I've added all these potential charities to the doc. I believe it was Xaekai who suggested we put it towards horse

https://www.equusfoundation.org
>All horses are only one unlucky sale away from abuse & neglect! 81,000 young and healthy American horses were shipped across our borders to be slaughtered in 2018! Help us safeguard equines and share
their healing magic & power with the public.

https://www.defhr.org
>Starvation, parasite infestation, deformed hoofs. Educating general public and animal welfare advocates, while caring for abused and neglected horses. Dedicated to ensuring quality care and treatment of horses through intervention,
education and outreach.

https://www.southjerseyhorserescue.com
>Saving horses from slaughter is what we do. We provide a loving sanctuary to abandoned neglected, abused horses. 100% volunteer run, we operate solely on donations, which pay for food, medicine, veterinary services, shelter,
farrier and dental services.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)03:44:50 No.35561525 >>35561535

>>35561517
I thought what was in the OP was a done deal.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)03:47:17 No.35561535

>>35561525
the doc said to add any charities with reasons, it just hasnt been brought up because people were lazy to add anything else.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)03:49:33 No.35561549 >>35561589
File: 4492823404.gif (54 KB, 500x500)

Tittysparkles here. I've finished my story up and was wondering where you guys prefer to read it from. Docs or a pastebin? I ain't posting it to Fimfic until my editor looks it over and he's got
other stories to tend to.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)03:50:02 No.35561552 >>35561561 >>35561611
File: 2360889.gif (221 KB, 515x472)

An unintended side effect of the ad on ponybooru beinh up is now I feel I'm being pushy if I go
out and contact people.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)03:52:10 No.35561561 >>35561797 >>35563729
File: do_it_you_wimp.gif (918 KB, 499x281)

>>35561552

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)03:59:49 No.35561589 >>35561622

>>35561549
Pastebin is nice.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:02:50 No.35561604 >>35561621
File: myCapture.png (18 KB, 673x431)

>>35561517
People voted for free speech and the most popular in thread was the comic
book defense group.

https://www.strawpoll.me/20450286/r

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:02:52 No.35561605 >>35561624 >>35561637 >>35563205 >>35564818
File: medium.png (200 KB, 600x600)

Anyone has any reference pics of Molly Tov (the anarchy one)? The Derpi tag had two other pics but since it's offline now, wanna know how the
tail and cutie mark look.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:04:53 No.35561611

>>35561552
its just for a day bro

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:06:02 No.35561621 >>35561633
File: 6ae17ed890e1c9ed38d678842(...).jpg (86 KB, 825x879)

>>35561604
>15 votes as the majority
>84 IPs in the thread right now

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:06:17 No.35561622 >>35562267
File: arya.png (283 KB, 688x648)

>>35561589
Pastebin it is.
>>35543257
Anchoring for delivery.
https://pastebin.com/xLdRLKhq

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:07:03 No.35561624 >>35561630

>>35561605
I think the cutie mark should be redesigned anyway, it's just the Antifa logo IIRC.
Something like a bottle entirely engulfed in flames would better suit her name.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:08:58 No.35561630 >>35561644 >>35561729

>>35561624
Why though? Antifa would be protected under freedom of speech too.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:09:31 No.35561633 >>35561654

>>35561621
It was in the thread. I'm just saying why we have the Comic Book group up in the OP. There was also a fair bit of support in thread for it. Technically you can still vote here:

https://www.strawpoll.me/20450286

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:10:20 No.35561637 >>35561661

>>35561605
the archiver here, i saved one while derpi was imploding
https://u.smutty.horse/lvwitrlkojq.png

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:11:33 No.35561644 >>35561729

>>35561630
I'm not saying there's anything wrong with an Antifa logo cutie mark, I just don't think it fits her namesake very well.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:14:18 No.35561654 >>35561727

>>35561633
not even half the thread voted on it, so im not very keen on it being set in stone. should have been in the OP to draw more attention to it

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:15:50 No.35561661 >>35561718 >>35563205

>>35561637
Thanks Anon, I suppose MKogwheel changed her design to look more punk like then? Either way the cutie mark design is going to be useful.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:26:12 No.35561718 >>35563205

>>35561661
MKogs was loosely based off the original, theres more than just hair style like eye color, and coat color, so it might not even be the same pony. but i think the originals were by otherdrawfag on /mlpol/

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:27:56 No.35561727 >>35561822

>>35561654
Maybe next thread then.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:28:47 No.35561729

>>35561630
>>35561644
Do what you want.
t. natsoc

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:41:19 No.35561797

>>35561561
Would be cash money if others helped too.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:47:02 No.35561822 >>35561836

>>35561727
sure thats fine i dont have a problem with the 'winner' charity. its just the lack of data. nearly 100 people in the thread right now, but not even 1/3 voted. and the writefag got three times the votes as IPs with three HUNDRED, whered all
those fags go?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:49:55 No.35561836 >>35561886

>>35561822
Writefag poll was strange. Just shy of 1000 votes. Haven't seen that many votes in a strawpoll since 4cc voted to get rid of the burdened.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:53:49 No.35561862 >>35561868 >>35561880 >>35561908 >>35561964 >>35561969 >>35562022

>>35560841
https://derpibooru.org/images/2392668
https://www.rainbooru.org/img/15163

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:55:01 No.35561868
File: area51twi.jpg (73 KB, 642x624)

>>35561862

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:58:43 No.35561880

>>35561862
Well, will the Derpi mods take this one down? How long will it be up?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)04:59:26 No.35561886

>>35561836
That one was posted elsewhere too

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:02:50 No.35561908
File: file.png (22 KB, 688x394)

>>35561862
oh rainbro

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:14:51 No.35561964

>>35561862
>that baxar faggot is still on every aryanne picture

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:16:46 No.35561969 >>35561975

>>35561862
Hey, could someone edit that pack tag on Derpibooru to be Fahreneigh 451 instead of just Fahreneigh?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:18:27 No.35561975

>>35561969
Done.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:30:48 No.35562022 >>35562030 >>35562073 >>35562093 >>35562102
File: 5d45342b663ef326ef02666bb(...).png (439 KB, 4000x3920)

>>35561862
>>35560841
wow you really fucked up. all the OP information including the mega is in the description. all you needed to do was post the art ad
and a link to the thread.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:33:04 No.35562030 >>35562059 >>35562073

>>35562022
changed on pony, dunno about derpi

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:36:27 No.35562059 >>35562060 >>35562073

>>35562030
you wont be able to change it because you used a background pony to upload it

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:36:46 No.35562060 >>35562070 >>35562073

>>35562059
I didn't upload it, somebody else did

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:39:07 No.35562070
File: d8850bb1095ca1813727c6d72(...).gif (47 KB, 154x200)

>>35562060
welp

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:39:47 No.35562073 >>35562089 >>35562094

>>35562022
>>35562030
>>35562059
>>35562060
Kek, what a nice organization you have there /mlp/.
Look like your whole project is ruined now

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:43:43 No.35562089 >>35562103 >>35562162

>>35562073
we can just migrate it to a different one

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:44:08 No.35562093

>>35562022
>a link to the thread
And the people who would want to shut it down and didn't already know would just follow the link and get the other information from the OP

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:44:11 No.35562094
File: 6850523.jpg (32 KB, 560x560)

>>35562073
Here's a (You)

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:45:51 No.35562102 >>35562121

>>35562022
I suggested putting in an abbreviated version of the OP earlier in the thread. Nobody objected to it so I went ahead on Derpi (someone else uploaded to Rainbooru and Ponybooru).

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:45:52 No.35562103 >>35562148

>>35562089
This

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:49:10 No.35562121 >>35562128

>>35562102
why would you think a thread OP would make a good description to put on derpi

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:50:15 No.35562128 >>35562152

>>35562121
Because it gives a good overview of what this project is. The main text in the image itself is a version of the OP.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:56:04 No.35562148

>>35562103
It might be better to have it hidden anyway?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:56:46 No.35562152 >>35562169 >>35562175 >>35562188
File: 869414afe1c7c1faaf1a8fb4e(...).png (224 KB, 945x945)

>>35562128
yeah it gives a good description of it, thats why its the OP
>and lets anyone read the docs
>and lets anyone fuck with the docs
>and lets anyone download the entire pack
>and puts a target on the mega again

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)05:58:53 No.35562162 >>35562169

>>35562089
Same thing with the artist doc.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:00:17 No.35562169 >>35562177 >>35562187 >>35562208 >>35562213

>>35562152
>>35562162
Are you worried about vandalism? Should I lock the artist sheet and manually update with info shared in the thread?
I can't imagine anyone could get it shut down considering it's just a list of names.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:00:56 No.35562175 >>35562182

>>35562152
You think some butt hurt faggot will deleat everyone for a cheap ""F-fuck you nazi B-bigots!""

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:01:42 No.35562177 >>35562246

>>35562169
It might be a good idea.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:02:09 No.35562182 >>35562194

>>35562175
easily within the realm of possibility considering they already DMCAd the original mega mirror

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:03:15 No.35562187 >>35562246

>>35562169
I guess, he is worried more that one hosting place was shutdown and it would be sad if the other is shutdown too.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:03:15 No.35562188 >>35562213 >>35562223 >>35562238

>>35562152
The mega was a pretty big oversight. New Mega link:

>>35543257
https://mega.nz/folder/SUJlhKCJ#DugHJD_GVOxVALPaqBmsbg

I don't know that the docs will be at that much greater of a risk. I have ownership of the art ideas one. Can revert if needed, move to suggestions or migrate it over to a new link..

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:03:56 No.35562194 >>35562200

>>35562182
We got all the art backed up somewhere?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:05:37 No.35562200 >>35562213

>>35562194
I got it. If they do get my Mega I can always use another service.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:06:56 No.35562208 >>35562246

>>35562169
If you're paranoid about it, switch it to suggestion only. Functionally not much different but you get to approve changes.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:08:15 No.35562213 >>35562246

>>35562188
>>35562200
And like that, things are back to normal.

>>35562169
I think it might be a good idea to move the artist sheet to a different doc too. I feel that having something like that out in the open is a bit of a faux pas as well.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:10:15 No.35562223 >>35562234

>>35562188
did you delete the other mega or just make a new one?
the docs have been around forever with no issue, so less of a concern there. still dont think that those should be in the descriptions on derpi

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:13:40 No.35562234

>>35562223
I just moved everything to a different folder. Only thing left in the original is a .txt saying to go to the thread. As far as descriptions goes I just copied it from the Ponybooru listing so I didn't think about it too much. It would have been
better to omit the links.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:14:47 No.35562238 >>35562255 >>35562260
File: 1593804553134.png (183 KB, 600x800)

>>35562188
That's a nice new mega, no need to worry now about it. Also I think you missed this one from last thread, plus a few new
deliveries in this thread.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:17:14 No.35562246 >>35562255 >>35562422 >>35565252

>>35562177
>>35562187
>>35562208
I'm not too paranoid considering reverting shouldn't be too hard, more curious on what you guys think should be done.
>>35562213
I guess this isn't too much of a bad plan, even if I think it might be a bit pointless if they come to the thread.
New one's re-upped here and old's about to be wiped: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1OysTqpwUt9W10uuROUR2HA9Ew_8DYCQlO5jYHzf3WIs/edit?usp=sharing

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:18:33 No.35562255

>>35562238
Thank you for pointing that one out. If it's older than a day or so and not in the Mega, please let me know.

>>35562246
At this point I'd say carry on as normal unless something else happens.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:20:45 No.35562260 >>35562264

>>35562238
huh yeah i think that one did get missed neat, i thought megafag was using a watcher to scrape new images automatically

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:21:43 No.35562264 >>35562267 >>35562271

>>35562260
Nope. Just saving as I see them.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:22:47 No.35562267 >>35562274

>>35562264
well then >>35561622 should be a text file in the mega yeah? i havent gotten time to read it yet

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:23:59 No.35562271 >>35562274

>>35562264
if youre saving them as you see them how come theres so many old art in the mega

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:26:03 No.35562274 >>35562287

>>35562267
I hadn't uploaded to Mega yet today. Should be there soon

>>35562271
The "Other" folder is intended for old art. Mainly saving Aryanne art posted in thread. Is not intended to be included in the final pack.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:29:16 No.35562287 >>35562295

>>35562274
whats the point of saving old artwork to a mega thats already available before though

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:29:42 No.35562289
File: 1574550403565.jpg (72 KB, 631x622)

>>35543778
>the platform founded by a guy who got rich by piracy bait sides that flood you with malware and ads and copyright violations - the same guy that then left his country for New Zealand to escape the law - is taking
your encrypted content on their hosting platform down because of a DCMA bogus request and don't give you the original request or reasoning and no way of appealing it
now that really makes me think

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:31:52 No.35562295 >>35562306 >>35562363

>>35562287
Just because I felt like it. Figured if anyone wanted to add to their Aryanne collection it would give a head start. Doesn't interfere with anything else so why not?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:35:31 No.35562306

>>35562295
fair enough i guess.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:42:58 No.35562350 >>35562389

Art pack image already as butthurt comments on it kek.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:46:40 No.35562363 >>35562366
File: russianponysfmmoonwalk.png (2.35 MB, 1920x1080)

nice goin fellas

>>35562295
Might be a nice idea to have a link to that "Other" folder of old art in the art
pack as a kind of bonus.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:48:08 No.35562366

>>35562363
>nice goin fellas
I realize now that this sounds sarcastic as fuck, meant it genuinely.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)06:55:28 No.35562389
File: 7ae75789643c57a97fbd14555(...).png (460 KB, 900x900)

>>35562350
>meanwhile ponybooru has an aryanne appreciation thread
and support in the ad

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)07:03:15 No.35562422 >>35562435 >>35562497

>>35562246
if you want to pull the plug on the other docs and clone em go ahead. ive got my backup

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)07:06:46 No.35562435 >>35562482

>>35562422
I'd say it's fine for the other two to stay up.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)07:15:04 No.35562482 >>35562635

>>35562435
and let them see our war plans?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)07:18:12 No.35562497

>>35562422
I only run the artist list.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)07:49:13 No.35562635

>>35562482
you mean the 'what the art pack is about' and 'potential drawing ideas' docs? those are the only two that are still accessible from those description links. it's fine.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)09:28:51 No.35562942 >>35562945 >>35563740 >>35564330 >>35565357 >>35565384
File: arnndfhrlstfcrbttlt0.jpg (959 KB, 882x2003)

>>35543257

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)09:31:00 No.35562945

>>35562942
blessed drawing

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)09:37:22 No.35562954 >>35563302 >>35563740 >>35565384
File: 11.png (1.62 MB, 859x1054)

More wip. Should finish it by tomorrow and I can get to rendering Mkog's thing since we were
going to collab on it.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)09:56:58 No.35562988 >>35563229 >>35564504

>>35556560
I appreciate the offer, but due to how a lot of people are at each others necks right now, and have a keen habit of wildly misinterpreting intentions and jumping to ignorant conclusions, like assuming that everyone who draws Aryanne is
undeniably a nazi, I'll pass.

I'm trying to stay away from anything even remotely political, unfortunately advertising ponybooru probably wasn't the best idea considering quite a lot are associating ponybooru itself with nazi support now, and therefore associating me
with nazi support too.

Also a quick disclaimer: I'm not a co-leader of the booru or anything, i'm just helping with tag formatting and the posting of cute technicolour ponies.

I should have just hid under a rock until 2021 desu, this year is a mess.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)10:35:03 No.35563048 >>35563729

>tfw received a PM on ponybooru
Nice spamming niggers. But yeah, I'll probably draw something tomorrow or later.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)11:57:39 No.35563205 >>35563211 >>35563733 >>35564477 >>35564753
File: 2176109__safe_artist-colo(...).jpg (104 KB, 750x1000)

>>35561605
>>35561661
>>35561718
Her design is closer to pic related, an actual Antifa mouthpiece where she is
already punked up

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)12:00:38 No.35563211
File: molly tov cm.png (88 KB, 1365x1706)

>>35563205
In my opinion, black and red flags CM fits her better as a ponified ideology, just like other 3 political ponies that have their political ideology
logos on their butt

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)12:10:11 No.35563229

>>35562988
weak tea. mate

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)12:52:15 No.35563302

>>35562954
lookin good

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)15:42:49 No.35563729

>>35563048
>>35561561
told you

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)15:43:38 No.35563733 >>35564313

>>35563205
this is, dare i say, a cute poner

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)15:45:15 No.35563740

>>35562942
>>35562954
looking gorgeous the both of you

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)17:00:25 No.35563948 >>35563958 >>35564014 >>35564464 >>35564477
File: PHOTO_20200707_165533.jpg (3.51 MB, 3000x1688)

Finally started drawing Molly Tov like I promised almost a week ago.
Struggling like crazy for the hair, but I think it came out alright.
Any critique before I attempt to line?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)17:03:38 No.35563958

>>35563948
She looks cute. Well done anon

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)17:22:06 No.35564014

>>35563948
She looks nice so far. I like the freckles.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)17:25:11 No.35564020 >>35564075 >>35564757
File: ARYANNE (fug phones).jpg (2.15 MB, 3024x4032)

>>35543257
it's been a long time since i posted on /mlp/

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)17:36:42 No.35564044 >>35564078

>>35550436
Has anyone found the other part(s) yet
I'm curious how the story continues
Also what happened to the Aryanne images on ponybooru?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)17:45:49 No.35564075 >>35564127

>>35564020
That's pretty cute Anon, I like the hairy hooves.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)17:46:52 No.35564078

>>35564044
Aryanne images are in Ponybooru but they're hidden by the default filter.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)18:00:15 No.35564127
File: Aryanne smiling.png (228 KB, 1737x2401)

>>35564075
Thanks.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)18:52:37 No.35564313 >>35564409

>>35563733
>garish ear piercings
>cute
Yeah, no accounting for taste I guess.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)18:56:58 No.35564330

>>35562942
great job

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)19:12:08 No.35564409 >>35564779

>>35564313
It's okay anon, you're allowed to have trash taste

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)19:23:46 No.35564464 >>35564483

>>35563948
I can't quite read what the underlined word says.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)19:26:15 No.35564477 >>35564483

>>35563205
qt
>>35563948
I think the hair could use a little more volume, but other than that it looks great

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)19:28:45 No.35564483 >>35564518

>>35564464
Fashos
>>35564477
Welp, too late, already finished colouring (will upload within 10 minutes)

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)19:33:13 No.35564504

>>35562988
It's understandable.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)19:38:05 No.35564518 >>35564529 >>35564579

>>35564483
Actually, before I finalise the text, what's a good belittling term for fashists? Apparently fashos isn't a thing. Fashes? Fashis?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)19:40:49 No.35564529

>>35564518
fascists* fuck I should proofread the shit I type

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)19:49:21 No.35564579 >>35564584

>>35564518
You could go with "something the fash supports", or "bootlickers" if you want to aim it at authoritarianism in general.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)19:51:03 No.35564584

>>35564579
You're the second person to bring up bootlickers, so I think I'll go with that

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:01:45 No.35564636 >>35564641 >>35564766
File: tooth.png (514 KB, 1174x1024)

>derpi drama thread
>endless infighting
>f451 thread
>actually getting things accomplished
keep up the good work, anons

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:02:30 No.35564639 >>35564662 >>35564776 >>35564784
File: lol_fashfags.jpg (165 KB, 1887x1049)

I didn't know how to make her mane as fluffy as it should have been, since there were no real pics I could use as references for this. Oh well,
still like the final result

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:02:48 No.35564641

>>35564636
Well, it's a thread dedicated to drama. Did you actually expect things to get accomplished in a drama thread?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:08:00 No.35564662

>>35543257
>>35564639
Oops, forgot to reply to anchor

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:36:19 No.35564753
File: 1417494726297.png (678 KB, 965x824)

>>35563205
this needs an edit, like the
feminist shit tumblr did

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:37:48 No.35564757

>>35564020
would fetlocks be more or less pure blood aryan ponies?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:41:40 No.35564766
File: file.png (13 KB, 179x93)

>>35564636
mfw

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:43:58 No.35564776 >>35564783

>>35564639
commies get called bootlickers a lot, think fashies would be more impactful. shes cute thou

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:44:57 No.35564779
File: chargin.png (209 KB, 1210x1164)

>>35564409
kek

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:45:29 No.35564783

>>35564776
Yeah, but I did wanna go for the "only authorifags" vibe

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:46:42 No.35564784

>>35564639
adorable

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:48:01 No.35564788 >>35564831

>>35564769
whats this?

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:54:39 No.35564818

>>35561605
While the 4 earth ponies political spectrum is good for balance. I think making an facist pony a unicorn or pegasus would be better.

Ya know how higher class liberals go out and speak for minorities constantly without letting them disagree with their narrative. unicorns are usually 'upper class' in FiM and pegasus literally are above others could go either way.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)20:58:28 No.35564831 >>35564876 >>35564881 >>35564883
File: 1580556389477.png (424 KB, 4656x3294)

>>35564788
/mlpol/ hosted booru running Philomena.
https://mlpol.net/mlpol/274628
Read >>35562680 → >>35562752 → >>35562788 →
>>35563859 → >>35563881 →

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)21:10:09 No.35564876 >>35564881

>>35564831
balkanization of boorus isnt really something im looking forward to.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)21:11:24 No.35564881 >>35564896

>>35564831
>>35564876
With a front page looking like that, it's what's going to happen.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)21:12:27 No.35564883
File: 31_safe_aryanne_arms+on+s(...).png (1.3 MB, 3200x2400)

>>35564831
The autistic potential of /mlpol/ will
never cease to amaze me.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)21:15:42 No.35564896 >>35564999

>>35564881
derpis a lost cause, rainbooru is good for true archival, but all these philomena clones. i think 2-3 is enough competition. its getting way out of hand now.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)21:18:21 No.35564907

>>35564769
Let's keep it contained to the Derpi alternative thread.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)21:43:46 No.35564999

>>35564896
Yeah, Rainbooru and ponybooru is enough for me at the moment. Rain for being a true archive, and Ponybooru for allowing more types of media on it.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)22:06:20 No.35565095
File: file.png (20 KB, 985x151)

>>35560876
got one

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)22:16:21 No.35565146 >>35565252

Alright, for the next thread, remember to update the mega link with the new one.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)22:38:37 No.35565252

>>35565146
and the doc if any else changed >>35562246

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)22:39:59 No.35565263

NEW THREAD
>>35565253 →

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)22:59:58 No.35565357

>>35562942
always nice to see you around

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)23:06:43 No.35565384
File: Screenshot_20200507-141818.png (1.01 MB, 1920x1200)

>>35562954
>>35562942
>>35559219
>>35558014
>>35556026

>>35555707
>>35553375
>>35553352
>>35551037
>>35550757
>>35549147
>>35548890
>>35548745
>>35546294
>>35544434
>>35544275
>>35544010
>>35543699

Most excellent artwork. Saved all of it. GOod fortune and many blessings to (You) !
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